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I GPU Nuclear,Inc.
(- Route 441 South

NUCLEAR P*'t O'hc' *** ***
Midd;etown PA 17057-0480

Tel717 344-7621

February 26, 1998
6L24 3-20057

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

Subject: Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1,(Th11-1)
( Operating License No. DPR-50

Docket No. 50-289
Response to Notice of Violation (NOV) dated January 27,1998

The attachment to this letter transmits the GPU Nuclear (GPUN) Inc. responses to Violations I
and ill contained in the NOV referenced above. On February 20,1998, GPUN received verbal
approval to combine the response to Violation 11 v ith the response to the violation anticipated in
inspection Report 97-10, which is of a similar nature and involves concerns regarding procedural
compliance.

Violations I and III idemified in the NOV are addressed sept. .Jy to include: (1) the reason for
violation; (2) corrective actions taken and results achieved; (3) corrective actions to be taken, if
applicable, to avoid future violations; and, (4) the dates of full compliance achievement. The
public health and safety were not affected by this event.

This NOV response is being submitted pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.201, and
( conta:ns no infctmation subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.790(b).' Ifyou have any questions

concerning this matter please contact Mr. G. M. Gurican, Sr.11 Nuclear Srfety & Licensing ji

Engineci, at TMI phone No. (717) 948-8753. 'f

Sincerely,

,eo)-

James W. Langenbach
Vice President and Director, TMI
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1, James W. Langenbach being duly sworn, state that I am the TMI Vice President and an Officer
of GPU Nuclear, Inc. and that I am duly authorized to execute and file this response on behalf of
GPU Nuclear. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements contained in this document
are true and correct. To the extent that these statements are not based on my personal knowledge,
they are based upon information provided by other GPU Nuclear employees and/or consultants.-
Such information has been reviewed in accordance with company practices and I believe it to be

- reliable.
._
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%, sw.

James W. Langenbach
Vice President, TMl
GPU Nuclear, Inc.<

- 1

-/- botary Public of PM '

-
tlotanal $ cal

Suzanne C. Melow.Naury PuNic
torwiot da ry Twp4 Dauphin County

My Commason Emhes r47/. 22, ID9') |
wnm rennspana temnon ut scon<s

cc: NRC Administrator Region i
TMl Senior Resident inspector
TMl Project Manager
File 97105
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** ATTACilM ENT *

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION
January 27,1998
1R 50-289/97-09

EA 97-533

Holitv_ofliolation

1. Technical Speci6 cation 4.2.2 requires that in service terting (IST) of ASME Code Class
1, Class 2, and Class 3 valves shall be performed it; accordance with Section XI of the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code). The ASME Code and OMa-
1988, Part-10, paragraph 3.4, requires that, when a valve or its control system has been
replaced, an in service test must be performed prior to returning the valve to service.

Contrary to the abov on October 31,1995, the pressurizer power operated relief velve
(PORV), a Class I valve, was returned to service without performing an IST to verify
proper valve operation a6er the PORV was replaced. As a result, a wiring error, that
prevented the PORV from opening in response to an automatic or manual signal was not
detected. Consequently, the PORV was inoperable for tiv 3perating cycle from October,
1995, until September,1997.

OPERRc3nonc.
<

l. Reascas_for Violation

During the PORV reinstallation in the 11R refueling outage, the power supply leads to
the valve solenoid were improperly landed. The error went undiscovered for a number of
reasons which were determined to be the root causes of the event, including: (a) less than
adequate self-checking on the part of the technician who reinstalled the valve;(b)less
than adequate independent veri 6 cation by the inspector checking the work; and (c) failure
to perform the required post-maintenance test (PMT) pursuant to the Technical
Speci6 cation 4.2.2 IST requirement. The failure to perform the required PMT was due to
less than adequate procedural structure, content, and usage and incomplete guidance in *

the Job Order package to direct the performance of a PMT. In addition, insufficient
detail on the installatioc procedure design drawing was a contributing factor to the causes
of this event occurrence. Also, it has been determined that a programmatic weakness
existed in the veri 6 cation of the performance clPMTs specified on Job Orders.

2. Corrective steps taken and results ach_icved.

The PORV was replaced during the 12R refueling outage, wired conectly, and aa.
,

proper Post Maintenance Test was performed pursuant to the su~eillance
requirements of Technical Speci6 cation 4.2.2. Full compliance was achieved
prior to start-up and returning to full power operation.
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b. The individuals involved in the i 1R installation and independent veri 6 cation were
provided with direct coaching which critically examined the self-checking
technique used by the technician and the examination technique of the
independent veriner to improve the applicable work processes. This coaching
was provided to the individuals involved during December,1997. Additionally,
the concepts of having a questioning attitude, self-checking and "Be Sure" were

,

emphasized by the Plant Maintenance f;irector during scheduled shop meetings.

3. C9IIccliYtsicatinAc_taken to typid furthenylolations

The requirement to perform a Post Maintenance Test for this activity (PORVa.

replacement each refueling outage) will be clarified through piecedural changes
and appending of the vendor manual diagrams, which depict with greater clarity
the correct wiring configuration, as well as a reduction or elimination of cross-
referencing and branching. Completion date: March 31,1998.

4 b. (i) The department, which is responsible for Job Order package closure (s), has
been tasked with the development of programmatic improvements to reduce the
possibility of a missed PMT from occurring, following a study of how the
requirements for PMTs of components and systems are controlled. Completion
date: March 31,1998. (ii) implementation of recommended programmatic
improvements will be based on the results of the aforementioned study. '

Completion date: June 30,1998.

4. D3tcLcUulLccinpliance

Pursuant to the CPUN commitments contained in LER 97-010 full compliance with the
corrective actions above will be achieved on or before June 30,1998. Full compliance
with Technical Specification 4.2.2 requirements was achieved prior to restart from the
12R refueling outage.

Nolige of Violation

111. Technical Speci6 cation 6.11, Radiation Protaion Program, requires that procedures fori

personnel radiation protection shall be prepared consistent with the requirements of 10
CFR 20 and shall be approved, maintained, and adhered to for all operations involving
personnel radiation exposure.

10 CFR 20.1501 requires that each licensee shall make or cause to be made, surveys that
may be necessary for the licensee to comply with the regulations in 10 CFR 20 and ares

reasonable under the circums'ances to evaluate the extent of radiation levels,
concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, and the potential radiological hazards
that could be present.
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Notice of ViolationJRhontinurd)

Contrary to the above, as of October 4,1997, the licensce's hot particle control procedure,
Procedure 6610-ADM-4110.04, was inconsistent with 10 CFR 20.1501, in that it did not
cause surveys to be made to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.1201(a)(2)(ii), which
limits radiation exposure to the skin. Speci6cally, the procedure did not provide
sumcient direction to assure that surveys to verify elimination of hot panicles following
decontamination of newly exposed surfaces upon raising the reactor vessel seal plate,
were adequate to evaluate the potential radiation hazards.

As a result, the hot particles were not sumciently removed such that the area did not
require hot particle controls, nor were hot particle controls established. Consequently,
due to a hot panicle, a radiation worker received a skin exposure of approximately 14
REM,30% of the 10 CFR 20.1201 annual limit of 50 REM.

GP_UN_licspsnst

1. Reasons for Violation

Due to ptucedural weaknesses, required actions to be taken in the event of emergent hot
particles were not taken and as a result the conduct of this task was less than adequate.
Following draindown of the fuel transfer canal, it was cleaned and released from hot
particle controls. The reactor vessel head seal plate was to be lilled and parked. A pre-
job discussion was conducted between the Rad Con Technician (RCT) and the work
crew. Ilowever, upon raising of the seat plate numerous not particles were discovered by
the RCT. The work effort was reorganized and the RCT directed removal of hot panicles
from the area without formally re-establishing hot particle controls and without notifying
Rad Con supervision.

2. Qngstire_sicottaken and respjts achieved,

a. All ALARA Reviews and Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) were reviewed for
ambiguous hot particle control requirements. No additional problems were
identined.

b. The hot particle controls program was revised to address weaknesses relative to
the classi6 cation of emergent hot particle areas, supervisory noti 6 cations, and
improved monitoring requirements.

3. C_qrrective sicp3 to be taken.lo_ avoid further violations.

It is expected that the corrective actions taken above will preclude further violations from
occurring.

4. DAes of full _qnnmpliancs:

Corrective actions 2.a and 2.b have been completed and procedural consistency with
NRC regulations has been achieved.
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